IARU Graduate Student Conference

The University of Tokyo (UTokyo) is hosting the third IARU Graduate Student Conference (GSC) November 3-5, 2016. The conference targets graduate students who are working (or plan to work) in aging, longevity, and health issue-related fields, and who are interested in multidisciplinary research regarding aging and aged societies.

1. Theme
Society for 2050: What Science and Technology Can Do to Build a Dynamic Aged Society

2. Venue
Fukutake Learning Theatre and Ito International Research Centre, The University of Tokyo

3. Date
November 3-5 2016

4. Conference Description & Objectives
The 2016 Tokyo IARU GSC 2016 is composed of various complementary programs.

   (1) November 3: Scientific Symposium including keynote lectures by invited speakers and panel discussions by top researchers (attendance required).
   (2) November 4: Workshop Program including poster presentations and discussions (attendance required).
   (3) November 5: Site visit in the Tokyo area (voluntary participation).

5. Expenses
There is no registration fee, and UTokyo will offer meals (lunch and banquet).

6. Submission
You are required to submit an abstract in English which is based on your recent research topics. Also, you will give 15 minute oral presentations (including discussion time). Abstract titles may contain up to 30 words. Abstract body text may contain maximum 300 words. Please send your abstract and completed application form via email to Ms. Tobari by 15 July. (tobari@iog.u-tokyo.ac.jp).

7. Contact
If you require any further information, feel free to contact Ms. Naoko Tobari (tobari@iog.u-tokyo.ac.jp), IARU GSC secretariat Tokyo, Institute of Gerontology, The University of Tokyo.